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ABSTRACT

A comparative study of a selection of classification methods for agricultural fields in sequences of aerial images
is presented. The image sequences are acquired by an RGB-CCD video camera which is assumed to be on board
of an airplane, moving linear over the scene. The objects in the scenes being considered are agricultural fields.
The classes of agricultural fields to be distinguished are determined by the type of crop, e.g. potatoes, sugar
beet, wheat, etc. In order to recognize and classify these fields obtained from the aerial sequences of images, a
common approach is in the use of surface texture. Textural features are extracted from the images to effectively
characterize the vegetation. Methods based on Circular Symmetric Auto-Regression, Co-Occurrence Matrix and
Local Binary Patterns are selected for the comparative study. The experiments are carried out with image Se-
quences taken from a scaled model of a landscape and a selection from the Brodatz set. A few training images
are used to set up the model bases for the three methods. The methods are tested using the same regions from
other images of the sequence, and other sequences of images of similar fields. Comparison of the methods is
based on the confusion matrix. Sensitivity to variations in flight direction, variations in altitude and luminance
conditions are being considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 MAIS project
The research described in this paper is part of the project concerning Model based Analysis of Image Sequences
(MAIS). The objective of this project is the design of a complete image analysis system for handling the data
(storage, conversion, etc.) and the image sequence analysis 14 The image sequences are assumed to be acquired
by a video camera on board of an airplane, which moves linear over the scene. The position and orientation of
the camera are assumed to be known as a function of time. The objects in the observed scenes are agricultural
fields, roads, houses, forest etc. The goal of MAIS is twofold. The analysis should firstly yield a digital eleva-
tion map (DEM) of the landscape and secondly a classification and recognition of the agricultural fields in the
scene. The classes of the agricultural fields are determined by the type of crop, e.g. grass, potatoes or wheat.
This paper focuses on methods for classification of agricultural fields.

1.2 Problem description
A common approach in recognition and classification of the agricultural fields is in the use of surface texture.
Texture provides essential structural information of regions in an image and is therefore used in many fields of
applications. The bio-medical community uses texture to analyze microscopic images of cell structures or tissue
samples, the machine vision community to analyze object surfaces. This leads to the objective of the research of
this sub-project: "Select and compare texture-based methodsjbr the classification ofagriculturalfields in aerial
sequences of images".
Despite of its wide use, a formal approach or precise definition of texture doesn't exist. Granlund and Knutson 6
give the following informal definition: "An organized area phenomenon, composed of a large number of more
or less ordered similar patterns or primitives, giving rise to a perception of surface homogeneity" . Ehrich and
Foith (1978) summarize the following issues in texture analysis:
Given a textured region, determine to which of a finite number of classes the region belongs.
Given a textured region, determine a description or model for it.

a For further information —
Z.H. (correspondence): e-mail: Z.Houkes@el.utwente.nl; WWW: http://utelmiOl .el.utwente.nl/
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Given an imaee havine many textured areas, determine the boundaries between the differently textured rerions
Hie third issue concerns the use of the inforniation from the secoiid issue to perf oini a seglllentation (if the iii-
age. The segmentation of image sequences of agricultural fields has been investigated by Ma . Ihis paper de
scribes the results of an investigation of the first and the second issue. 'I'lic niodelmg step is filled iii by selectuig
a number of methods from literature. The fist issue is the subject of this paper.
Another, more practical. problem concerns the sequences of iniaees to carry out experiniental research '\' part
of MAIS a scaled mode! (lie. I) of an agricultural scene has been constructed. 'Juts model simplifies the acqin
sition of sequences of Images in a controlled environineni. The selected methods arc to be tested uid eoniparcd
by using these sequences. Ihe comparison will be based on the pertorniance of the niethiods and their sensitivity
towards changine properties in the nuage sequences. such as altitude. flight duection, and so on.

1.3 Outline of this paper
Section 2 gives an overview of texture based
classification methods. By looking at the spe-
cial demands of this application a choice is
made for three different texture based classifi-
cation methods. The description of these meth-
ods is the subject of section 3. Knowing the
three methods. section 4 discusses the approach
to compare and evaluate the methods. 'l'he re-
suits of this comparison and evaluation can he
found in section 5. Finalls', section ( presents
conclusions. Based on the ohiectives and the
conclusions tins section closes with some rec—
omniendations for I urt her research.

In the next section an overview is given of rele-
vant literature. Although this overview is not
extensive. ii provides a good utipression of' dif'—
ferent methods used in the image analysis. This
results in a discussion about texture, different
approaches and general possibilities using these
approaches. At the end conclusions are drawn from this overview, and which methods slioulrl be compared and
evaluated.

2. TEXTURE

As stated in the previous section. texture is one of the principal methods used in tIme image analysis and pattern
recognition. Lacking a precise definition only inhwnial definitions are known. ( )ne of these informal definitions
defines texture as: "An o,'go,mizsI area phenooienon, coniposed of a Iai',i,'e ,iiinil,er of more or Ies.s (','(Icre(/ .50)0
Ia r pattern.s or pI'imnhf I i'es. i m iou,' rise 10 a perception of vii "tare /loflioi,'emietv ' " as already give ii in c hiapte r

'I'exture. being one of the principal methods in image analysis and pattern recognition. leads to the justifiable
choice for the use of lextui'e in this assignment. The existing htei-ature on recognition of natural textures can be
divided in three main categories, namely statistical, structural and a combination of both.
Simple shapes will correspond to a prullitive spatial event. In this case the property immeasurenient froni this
shape will provide enough inforniation for a correct recognition of the shape. ('lassification conies down to
conipanne the vector of properties measured from the spatial event with the property vector from a prototype
representative. This constitutes statistical pattern recognition. Complex shapes, on the other hand, will corre-
spond to a set of primitive spatial events, in this ease pattern recognition comes clown to coniparing each imiiage
property vector as well as the relation within the set of properly vectors with the sets derived froni prototype
representatives. This constitutes structural pattern recognition.
On a lower level, texture—based Image segmentation and classification methods can be subdivided in two niajil
categories, feature—based and model—based. In feature—based methods, sonic characteristics of te xturc are chosen.
Regions where these characteristics are relative constant are sought. Segmentation consists of finding the
boundaries between these regions. whereas classification is based upon the value of chiamacteristics themselves.
Model—based methods hypothesize underlying processes for textures and use paranieters of these ritodels for
segmentation and elassmf'icatmon. In this view model—based nmethiods can he considered as a sub—class of' feature-
based methods, using model parameters as texture features

r
Figure I: Scale model of arm agricultural it-ca amid video
camera system
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2.1 Feature-based methods
In literature feature-based methods are extensively discussed. The discussions include a number of comparative
studies of texture algorithms used under different conditions. A number of frequently used algorithms have been
discussed and are presented in combination with comparative results. The following algorithms are repeatedly
found in literature: the Spatial Gray Level Dependence Method (SGLDM), the Gray Level Run Length Method
(GLRLM), the Gray Level Difference Method (GLDM), Laws Texture Measures, the Power Spectral Method
(PSM) and Texture Units and the Texture Spectrum.

2.2 Model-based methods
A number of different models are used in model-based texture classification. Two of these models, the Markov
Random Field model and the 2-Dimensional Auto-Regressive model have been widely used in image analysis. A
3rd model discussed has been developed by Chen, et al " at the University of Twente in connection with the
MATS project.

2.3 Discussion and conclusions
The selection of methods for the comparative study is based on the results and conclusions of a number of com-
parative studies 12 13 and on the requirements with respect to the expected sensitivity of the results for varia-
tions in flight direction, variations in altitude and luminance conditions.
Conners and Harlow performed a theoretical comparison of texture algorithms, with the percentage of overall
correct classification as the metric of comparison. In this comparison they included the SGLDM, GLRLM,
GLDM and PSM. They concluded that SGLDM and GLDM both outperformed GLRLM and PSM.
Ojala et al. evaluated the performance of the Gray-level difference method, Laws' texture measures, Center-
symmetric covariance measures and Local Binary patterns, which are based on Texture Units. In their evalua-
tion they used two image sets, Brodatz images 2 and a set containing texture images created by Gaussian
Markov Random fields. In accordance with the images used in the MATS project, special attention is given to
the conclusions drawn from the experiments with the natural texture images from Brodatz. Ojala et al. found
that the Local Binary Pattern outperformed the other methods with the Brodatz image set. The gray-scale invari-
ance of the Local Binary Pattern method is a great advantage too, taking into account the requirements from the
MAIS project. The Center-symmetric covariance measures and Laws' texture measures are also not selected, be-
cause of the larger sample sizes required by these methods.
Ohanian and Dubes 12 also evaluated the performance of four classes of textural features. They evaluated the
textural features by their ability to classify single texture images and did not consider the problem of segmenting
an image containing several textured sub-images. Among the evaluated textures were SGLDM, Markov Ran-
dom Fields and the PSM. Their findings confirm the results obtained in the other evaluations. They concluded
the co-occurrence features to perform best. The conclusions drawn by Pietikainen and Ojala 13just confirm the
results from the comparative studies.
The results obtained from comparative studies as summarized in the first part of this paragraph, support our
choice for the Local Binary Pattern method. The disadvantage of this method is its rotation-variant. A solution
to this problem is discussed in the next chapter where the Local Binary Pattern method is discussed in more de-
tail. In that chapter also the method based on the co-occurrence matrix and the CSAR method are discussed,
which is already mentioned as the 3id and final method to be evaluated. An additional advantage of the choice
for these three methods is that these methods cover three different principles: a model-based approach, a 'corn-
mon feature-based method and a feature-based method using a spectrum.

3_ TEXTURE MEASURES FOR CLASSIFICATION

In this section the three selected texture classification methods mentioned in section 2are discussed. These three
methods are the Co-occurrence Matrix method (COM), the Local Binary Pattern Method (LBP) and the Circular
Symmetric Auto-Regressive method (CSAR). This section provides the theoretical background of the methods
used in the performance evaluation.

3.1 COM method
The co-occurrence matrix uses estimated values of second-order statistics of the (sub)image. This is expressed
by the second order distribution:

P(x,y1,x2,y2,i,j) (1)
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fhis is the probability that pixel at 1,vj has brighniess i iril pixel ( 2,V:) has brightness j. \\ithin a ieeion ol
uniforni texture the distribution is ssuiued to he stationar\ With this condition equation 3.1 siriplifres to:

P&.y.i. ,j) (2)

which can he related to the co-occurrence matrix ('(i,//J.U) colitainuig an estunatiori of lie probability
of going from gray level i to gray level I. given the intersaniphine distance J and ancle x. It il is small

relative to the coarseness of tire texture. tire Tiratri.\ values cluster near (lie main (liagoiial. while for aree values
of '1 the matrix is moie spread out. 'Jo limit the computational effort the angles are often quantiied to 45 inter
vais. This yields 4 different co—occurrence matrices. The interested reader is referred to I Iarahck et al for iriore
information. Ehe co—occurrence matrix, being used in this investigation, is computed by adding the four co-
occurrence matrices of the different angles U toeethcr and norniahizini! the result.
The co—occurrence matrix defined in this wa has the hdlowing properties:
• Ihe co—occurrence matrices are basically symmetric, i.e. ( '(i,jfd, x = ('j,i/il, (Xl. except foi ef ft'cts occur ring

at the edge of the calculation area.
• The size of the co—occurrence niatri x is deternuried by the number of gray levels in the image.
• The co—occurrence matrices arc rotational—invariant
• The co—occurrence matrices are not gray-scale invariant.

Figure 3: co—occurrence matrices calculated over lrodati. images (fig. 2

The number of gray levels often used in images is 256. This results in a co—occurrence matrix of 256 by 256.
which corresponds to 65536 elements. To have a statistical reliable estimation, this requires a large mi niinrini

region sii.c. In the current applieanon this is
not desirable. i\ solution is found in meduc-
ing the nuniber of gray levels ui lie iriage
through p Ic ne ( )n the other hand.
the loss of textural information as effect of
reducing the number of gray values foist he
kept miimnual. In this paper time nuuriher of
gray levels in sub (images used by the cmi-
occurrence irietliod is reduced ti 32. Thus
choice is a good eoiimpromise. winch i also
supported by the investigations of Ma '.
To show the discriminating capabilities of
the co—occurrence matrix the co—occurrence
matrices of two different icaf textures froirm

shown in fig. 3. These co—occurrence matrices

Figure 2: Brodatz images (leavesO3 and heaves 1 3

The resulting co—occurrence matrices arc

C

fig. 2 are computed.
show that the num-
ber of gray levels in
the original images
(256) as shown in
fig. 3, has been re-
duced to 32 before —,

calculating the co-
occurrence inatri—

ces. It can he seen
too that both ml— _
ages consist mostly
out of dark areas.
The most i in p )rt ant ( iav vt tue (ii . viii lie
conclusion how—

(Iiever is the differ-
ence between both
matrices. vluiehi

makes the method qualified for extracting textural inforinatioim. A simple difference nieasure e.g. is the sununed
quadratic differences at corresponding positions over the entire irlatrix.
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1+0+0+8+0+32+0+128 = 169

Figure 4: Two level version of the texture unit

(I)) cl

1+0+0+8+0+32+0+128 = 169

characterizing together the texture.

3.3 CSAR method
The third method used in the
evaluation is described iii detail
in Chen et al . Auto-regressive
methods in texture analysis are
based on the assumption that the
gray—level of a pixel in an image
depends linearly on the gray
level of its neighbours. This idea
requires a model to describe this
relation and an estimator to es-
timate the value of the lm—
te rs ol the un )de I . The n ie an and

the variance of these paralne—
ters, or their distribution. are used for classification.

texture a special vaii,iilI of the L1tP
method is presented next.
]'liis variant iiiiplies rotating the
neighborhood thu cc tories &)() degrees.
'l'liis results in four neighbor—

hoods. including tIle original neigh—
horhiood. lig. 5a shows one of them.
These neighborhoods are traflsforilled
to i'extuie Units the sanire way as he—
lore Ii. c and d . 'Fhie resulting nuiri
hers are added to separate hrixtogranris.

Figure 6: Rotation invariant L131' histograms
of the Hrodati images from figure
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3.2 LBP method
I'hie l.ocal Binary Pattern iiiethod vas introduced by Wang and He '. Ilirs nesx method of texture analysts is
hased on the so-called texture unit, where a textured (suhIliliage can be cliaracterised h its texture spectrum A
texture unit Tl.J is represented by eight eletuent. e achi of winch has one of three possible values (ft I. 2o oh
tamed from a neighbourhood of x . pixels. 'l'lus iiieans that there are totall\ = I possible textuie units

describing spatial three—level patterns in a x 3 neighbourhood. 'I'hie occurrence of texture units coniputed over

a region ix called the texture spectruni.

()jala et al proposed a two level version of this method I Rh. and showed that tIns performed iist about as
good as the original three level version. In this version lucre are only 2 = 3( different te\tiiie units to describe
a texture.
The principle of this method is shown in fig. —hi and b where a local neighborhood is transformed to a texture
unit. The original neighborhood is in this version has been itiresliolded with the center pixel. 'the pixel values iii
the neighborhood are compared with the center pixel. h)epending on whether it is snialtem or equal/greater than

_______________ _______________ the center pixel value. respectively a
I 1) IF [ I 2 4 icro or one is assigned. The elenients

H .
.

I of the resultine iiiatrix are weietited
7 0 I . (I . tO 5 with the values of fig. ic. wInch Fe—

0 4 7 I 0 F2 n4 is : sj suIts, after multiplying the cone
_______________________ ______________________ I _________________ — sponding elements in tire matrices hI

(a) (b( (c) (dl and Ic). in fig. 4d. Adding the etc
ruents of the matrix (dl, this niethod
characterii,es this local neighiborhiuoid
hv the number tf9.
'Ihe number thus obtained gives a de-

scription of the relatie cray IeeI relationship between the center pixel and its eight nciglibor. A histogram
containing the Iexti.ire unit numbers ot a I sub image can be used to ehiai acter ic a texture image.
The I HP method is ira -scale nn\ ii irit and computational ver simple. but ii is not rotation—invariant. In thus
qphmcation rotation invariance is a desired propent in order to meduce the influence of possible rotations within

'——m-'l r ' F I

7 i I Ii I 2 4 . I

F I 1 ib H
LJ I' Fl F F

' oF '5 I ' ' 0 I l's
I _________ L. F L I -— -

(a)

Figure 5: One of thc rotated neighborhoods for tile rotation invari-
ant version of the LBP illustrated for a rotation of 18(1'.
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3.3.1 The CSAR model

Let {y(s), s = (s1 , s2) be the set of gray values y(s) of a pixel at (s1 ,s2 ) of an MxM digitized discrete

image, with the set 12 defined as 2 = {O � s1 ,s2 � M — 1) and where S1 and S2 can only have integer values.
It is assumed that {y(s),s is the realization of an underlying circular symmetric auto-regressive (CSAR)

random field model described by (3.3), defined over an MxM torus lattice:

y(s) = a y(s r) + Jv(s), s (3)
reNc

where:

S N the so called "circular neighbor set" ,which contains 8 pairs of coordinates:

N=[(O, 1),(O,- 1 ),( 1 ,O),(- 1
. r denotes the coordinates( ij , r2 ) ofa the neighborhood pixel;
. v(s) is a correlated sequence with zero mean and unit variance;
. a, 3 are the coefficients of the CSAR model
. is the operation that displaces position (i,j) to position in the neighborhood according the displacement r.

The intensity values of four of the neighbors in N are known, since their locations correspond to the grid points
of the discrete digitized image. However, the values of the other four neighbors are not immediately known,
since their coordinates are not integers and do not correspond to the conventional grid point locations. There-
fore, their intensities are obtained by interpolation from the gray values of the neighboring pixels. The interested
reader is referred to ' for a more detailed description.

Leaves 03

Umean = 0.130358424
= 0.002289229

I3mean = 17.21447588
= 2.5787335 13

Leaves 13

= 0.129399464
= 0.002352755

I3mean = 14.39087592
= 4.362283622
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4. THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

In the preceding chapters, we discussed the different texture measures and the three methods being selected for
this comparative study. The set up of this comparative study is the subject of this section. The experimental ob-
jectives and the texture classification system are successively discussed, followed by the image sets used for the
evaluation. The results of the experiments performed with this setup are shown in the next section.

3.3.2 Parameter estimation of CSAR model
To determine the parameters a, 3 of the CSAR model for a given image, the Relative Least Squares (RLS) ap-

_____________________ _____________________ proach, which is based on minimizing the sum of
squared relative deviations and the Least Squares (LS)
criterion are used for parameter estimation.
The same two Brodatz images (fig. 2) are used to show a
typical results of the method. From these results (table 1)
it can be seen, that there is indeed discriminating infor-
mation contained in cmea, and 3mean , although in this

Table 1: Results CSAR for Brodatz images (fig. 2) case it should be noted that most of the information is
situated in parameters 13rnean and its standard deviation .
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4.1 Experimental objectives
The image sequences, to be analyzed by the selected
texture methods, are acquired by a camera, assumed to
be attached to an airplane. This configuration has as a
consequence that a number of the acquisition parame-
ters will not be constant. The altitude of the airplane,
the flight course with respect to an agricultural field
and the illumination of the scene may change from one
image to another. To obtain good classification results,
it is required that the used texture classification method
should be, as much as possible, insensitive to these
changing conditions. Another important characteristic
of the texture classification methods is the effect of the
region-size on the classification performance. The ob-
jective of the experiments is the comparison of the
three methods on their sensitivity to these varying
properties mentioned before.

The classification stage uses the information from the training-set as representatives of the respective classes.
This training-set is necessary to adapt the classifier to each possible texture class before the evaluation set is ap-
plied to the classification system. The classifier itself is a Nearest Neighbor classifier. This kind of classifier is
chosen, because it 'directly' uses the training set, without explicitly estimating probability densities, resulting in
a simple, straightforward classifier. The texture classification system has been set up such that the way the rec-
tangular areas (the samples) are taken from the images, is the same for the evaluation process as it is for the
training process. This should ensure a good performance of the classifier.

4.3 Image sets
As already mentioned in section 1 , because of the lack of real images of agricultural fields, the three methods
should be tested on sequences of images acquired from a mock-up. A number of image sequences has been ac-
quired from the mockup, which is equipped with an RGB CCD-camera being guided along a rail by computer
control. One of these sequences is partly shown in figure 8. These image sequences are indicated as Image Set I.
To be able to compare the three methods using images of natural textures, also a set of nine Brodatz' images is
used, two of which were already shown in figure 2. These nine images together are indicated as Image Set II. An
additional advantage of the use of Image Set II, will be the possibility of direct comparison of our results with
results of other studies, as Brodatz' images are often used in these studies.

4.3.1 Image Set I
Taking into account the objectives of the experiments the following image sequences are acquired:
1. Sequence of 25 images, which is the reference sequence (qua area, illuminance, altitude etc.)
2. Sequence of 25 images as the standard sequence with less illumination (not considered in this paper).
3. Sequence of 8 images as the standard sequence taken from another altitude.
4. Sequence of 8 images as the standard sequence from another area.
5. Sequence of 4 images as the standard sequence with a different flight course.
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Training set
RGB
images

Evaluation set
RGB
images

Texture class

4.2 The classification system
The diagram of the texture classification system is
shown in figure 7. The input to this system is a set of
digitized image sequences. Each image set (see 4.3 for
the details) is subdivided into two parts, constituting
the training set and a number of evaluation sets. All the Figure 7: Texture classification system

images are passing a preprocessing stage, where the image format is adapted for the next stage. Images, having a
size larger than 5 12x5 12, are reduced to 5 12x5 12 pixels by cutting out an image of this size. For the co-
occurrence method, also the gray-scale is reduced to 32 gray-levels. In the next step, the preprocessed images
form the input for one of the texture methods. The output consists of a 32x32 co-occurrence matrix (COM), a
histogram (LBP) or ctmean, I3mean and their variances (CSAR). The following step is a method-dependent 'trans-
formation' stage. The purpose of this step is to provide essential information for the classifier and to reduce at
the same time the amount of data to be processed by the classifier.
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lor tour sequences (2—5) one of the properties has been chanced wink' keeping the others constant. 'lios allows
InSt_St i)2at it of I lie e feet ti I lie

lilt. tt_isoiiit.ottlii

it.d iiiiik_ lit.
. ' I . difference in 'flieht coiiise' of the

,, camera 1)elweei) the Jei enee

____________
•2.__ ' srenee I iiid seqtieiiee .

__________ - —
from these sequences one 'tiai

I 6 t2 19 25
nine—set and seveial es aluatmonFigure 8: A selection of imaces from sequence I sets ha e been therm ed I he

trainintz—set consists of sets of pixels only troll) sequence I. Tins enables time iii'estigation of the esperiniental
obectIves by nieasurine the ability of the classihers, trained with a 'nornial' traminmig set, to elissifs 'deviant'
evaluation sets. In the maces of the mockup. 5 different agricultuial classes are to be distinguished 'these
classes are indicated by the numbers 0. I 4.

Sequence

-t

4
,

Illuminance Iluxi

1700- 1750
700 710

1700 1750
I 690-1720

1700- 1750

,\ltitude Ini

.)s
2)5
325

'25

( )rientat ion

(1

1)

(I

(I

54

_________________________ I lie iniages I. 2. . 0. 1) I I and I are
used to constitute the mauling set. Ironi

___________________ _____________________________________ ___________________________ _________________________ these nuages fifteen rectangulai non
overlapping areas of 04 \0—t pixels for

___________________ _____________________________________ ___________________________ _________________________ each class are selected. 'Ihe choice for
_________________ _________________________________ _________________________ this numhei and si/c of the areas is
_________________ _________________________________ _________________________ ______________________ made, considering the relation between

the total number of ii eas that can be

lable 2: pnperties of image sequences distinguished nm the sequence and the
wish to have the iieas as iai cc as

Ne. By choosing a number of areas with a si/c of 64x64 pixels froni the sanie agricultural field distributed ovei
multiple iniages. there is accounted for effects varying with the position in the image and wInch nia he caused
by lens- and/or camera-errors.
Some exploratory Investigations with Sequence 2 (different illuminationt show dissinmilar results when coni
pared with the other sequences. Frror—rates lip to I ()()/ occurred, 'the change in the i lluniination was so large.
that this sequence didn't yield any infornlatn)n concerning the ( in)sensitivity of the methods for variations in the
illumination. Consequently. Sequence 2 has not been considered anymore in the rest of the paper.
From the sequences I . 3. 4 and 5 f'our dif'f'erent 'esafuation sets are derived. The images fioni sequence I . which
were already used for the training set. are not used for the evaluation set. One of the expermmnentil oblet_'tives
listed in paragraph
4. 1 is the compari-
son of the three
methods on the basis
of the influence of
the field-size. The
fields vary strongly
in size as is depicted
in figure . Problems

Class Sequence l Seqice3 Seqce 4 Se eS
sm/c (t—1 2 I 0 04 2 I 6 04 32 0 04 2 0

(f 55 )5 4 00 S4 4 ISO 72)) 2)) .5)) )2))

I tO 4)) tO)) IS 72 255 It) .1)) tOO 2 5 )
2 50 t2() 45)) 26 04 4)0 I7 Os 272 7 oS 272

3 23 t)) 05 ) O 505 0 04 2S) s s

4 40 54 736 20 04 410 .\ \ 5 5 \ 5

'l'otal I Si S24 006 ti7 405 572 ss 157 lOS 0) 50 024

may arise, when Table 3: Number of areas per sequence and per class (If the evaluation sets.
fields are so small.
that a method is not capable of extracting sufficient textural information to give a correct classifmcalion. lo in
vestigate the influence of' the field—siz.e on time performance of' a niethod. the evaluation sets conseqiienihv consist
of non—overlapping rectangular areas of 64x04. 32x32 and I Ox I 0 Iii xels respectively. 'l'hc nunihei of areas fom
every class svithin each sequence can he found in table 3.
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4.3.2 Image Set II
the imaee set II consists of nine l3rodati iiiiaees '[he used iiiiaees are electronic versions of these iIuaies.

obtained from the website ol the I niversity of Ronn. lased on the objective of tlus ivestigation. iniages of the
following classes are chosen: grass (2x). leaves 3x), water (3x) and wood-grain I xl. '[his set consists of natural
scenes covcrine a broad ranee of scenes, hut includes a nuniher of closely related imaees tin. this set opens the

possibility to draw conclusions
based OIi a broid imee of scenes.
but also to look at the discriiuuia—
tive vei of the methods by
testme the closely elated un:ioes.
Hie 5 I 2x5 I 2 nnaes ii e subdi-
vided into (l ;trcas of (4 x(3 pix
els each. Sixteen areas. arbitrarily
chi iseil I ioui the set if (4 ai eas.
constitute hi' Ii iiioiig—set for a
single class. 'I lie otlici 4 consti—

tuft' the evaluation set for that
class. '['lie complete training set.

containing all the nine different classes, consequently consists of 135 blocks of (4x4 pixels. Analogous to [ni
age Set I. three evaluation sets ire derived from Image Set 11. respectively consisting of 432. I72 and () I 2

blocks, having rectangular sizes of respectively (i4xh4. 32x32 and I (is I b pixels.

4.4 Segmentation
To generate an evaluation set, consisting of an entire agricultural field, a segmentation algorithm has been ap

plied. The segmentation focuses on an area of pixels witlun a single field. winch should he as large a.s possible.

Such an area should provide more textural information, than the rectangular areas of site (i4x(4. 32x32 or I 6x I (i
pixels. The segmentation process uses the algorithm based on the co-occurrence niatri x as described by Ma '.

4.5 Classification
As pointed out in the preceding section. each texture method generates its own feature vecto s. While not all the
feature vectors have the same format, a transformation stage is introduced, adapting the feature vectors to a
format suited to the classifier (figure 7)- '['he ('()M method generates a 32s32 niatrix, represeni ing the textural
information of the input image. This matrix might be considered as a 024—sized feature vector. '['he feature

vector generated by the LBP method is also of sue 1024. It is a common approach to derive a few features Ii oiii

the co-occurrence matrix or the I .13P-lustograui '. The reason to do so is twofold:

I ) reduction of costs hr reduction of the amount of data to be processed by the classifier, and
2) avoidance of a decrease of performance because of the ratio between the number of pixels ui the evaluation

set and the dimension ol the feature space at the niput of the classifier.
The problem of finding a moment derived froni the co-occurrence matrix or the I.BP-Iustograui containing all or
satisfying discriminative elements is often mentioned in literature the co occurrence matrix or
the LBI'—hiistograni directly, preventing the loss of any information in a transloruiation. leaves the &liinensional
ity probleni intact. In this investigation the dunensionalitv probleiti is coped with by carrying out Ieornrese/ic-

tiWl, followed by teature (',iJtI'a('tIO?i.
As can he seen in the figures 3 and h. many entries in the feature vectors hardly contain discriinuiative inforuia-

tion. Based on considerations in Van den Heijden and taking into account the number of areas sin wn ui table 3.

it is expected that the dimension can be reduced to about 5(1 elements by using feature ,velectuoi. without loosing
substantial discriminative information. The benefit of using feature .celi'e!uoi is that it's coiitputatioiial itiucli

cheaper than frature extraction, which makes it suitable to reduce the 1(124 dimensions to about 51). '[lie feature
selection applied uses the intra— and interclass distances to select the features that produce the best classification
results. The further dimension reduction towards 4 is performed hr jcatnre ext raetloi?

The CSAR method reduces the textural information front an image to lie parameters Ue,, and and their

standard deviations c and . It will he obvious that for this method no diniensioii reduction is iequired. In this
paper. the CSAR procedure is used as it has been developed by Chen, et al . It is however possible to use the
distributions of (X and as textural information, in the same way as it is done for the ('( )M and the I method.
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Reduction of the feature vector size should be dealt with in the way as described above. For a more objective
comparison, it would be better to do so.

The pre-processing of the image sets, the computation of the co-occurrence matrix, the LBP-histograms, the
preparation of the feature selection for COM/LBP and the computation of the CSAR-parameters are pro-
grammed in C. This program yields the data-files for a KHOROS-program carrying out the feature-selection and
the feature extraction, immediately followed by the NN-classifier and the computation of the confusion matri-
ces.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the preceding sections three methods for classification of sequences of images of agricultural areas and an
experimental setup have been presented. In this chapter the results of the experiments described in chapter 4 are
presented. The results are subdivided by the Image Sets. Following the results of each Image Set conclusions
based on the experiments with the particular set are presented. In the next chapter, the general conclusions and
recommendations based on the entire thesis can be found.

Size

Seq.

3
4
5

64x64
COM LBP CSAR
0.76 0 12

0 0 33
17 9.1 23
2.6 0 33

32x32
COM LBP CSAR

1.9 2.1 16

0.43 2.8 37
19 Il 24
3.2 3.9 31

l6xl6
COM LBP CSAR

7.5 22 27

7.1 22 41

22 25 27

9.5 24 30

5.1 Image Set I
An overview of the error-rates in % for Image Set I is presented in table 4 .The error-rates in this table are ob-

tamed by taking the
sum over all the 5

______ _______________________ _______________________ _______________________ classes. This table
______ ____________________ ____________________ _____________________ shows that CSAR
______ ______________________ ______________________ ______________________ didn't perform well.
_______ ________________________ ________________________ The error rates of all

the sequences are

Table 4: Overview of error-rates in % for Image Set I much higher than for
the other two meth-

ods. This might be caused by the fact that only 2 features (€mea and I3mean) were used for classification, instead 4
as was done for the other methods. A quick investigation of CSAR, applied to Image Set II indicates smaller er-
ror-rates (table 5) when y and cy (computed from adjacent samples) are used. The results show that this infor-
mation might be crucial for this method in order to get smaller error-rates. The way the features for CSAR are
obtained, might be another reason for the lower performance. It should be investigated whether determining of
histograms of a and 3, as has been done for the LBP-method, and proceeding in the same way as for the other
methods, leads to lower error-rates.
The influence of the sample-size (size of the areas) is smaller for CSAR. This can be attributed to the fact that
both COM and LBP profit substantially from the larger size of the areas, which makes the matrix respectively
the histogram more dense and therefore more accurate. Another reason for increasing performances with in-
creasing region-sizes is that a larger region will be less sensitive for small differences with respect to the refer-
ence sequence.
All the methods performed best on sequence I with low error-rates. This might be connected to fact that the
training-sets for all the methods were obtained from this sequence. The classification errors made by COM on
this sequence show the effect of the mean gray-levels on that method. The errors are mostly for account of mis-
classifications between the areas 3 and 4, and the areas 0 and 2 having comparative mean gray levels. This also
proceeds from the COM scatter diagram , where these two classes are also very close. As can he seen in the
same figure, absolute gray-levels play no role in LBP and CSAR. LBP classifies faultless with the 64x64 re-
gions evaluation set, indicating its discriminating ability on the one hand and its dependence on the region-size
when compared with 32x32 and 16x16 on the other hand. CSAR performs much worse than both other methods
as it having great problems with the 'wood-area 2. At least 80 percent of the misclassifications is on the account
of area 2. This clearly shows the principle of the CSAR method as it uses mean values of the calculated proper-
ties instead of their distributions.
On sequence 3 (altitude) both COM and LBP perform excellent again, indicating that small altitude variations
(10%) have no effect on these two methods. CSAR however decreases drastic in performance compared with
sequence 1 . This difference is caused by the almost complete misclassification of area class 3. A lower altitude
results for class 3 in a lower 3 (another roughness), bringing the whole group in the scatter diagram (not pre-
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sented; the reader is referred to Blacquiere 1) next to group of class 1.
The results of sequence 4 (another area) show a remarkable decrease in performance for COM. This decrease is
almost completely caused by the classification of samples from class 0 as being class 2.Slight differences in il-
luminance and color between the training field of class 0 and the fields of class 0 in this sequence, result in these
erroneous classifications. With LBP, the misclassifications can be put on the account of the classification prob-
lems with class 1 . CSAR performs poorly on the classification of class 1 and class 3 by mixing them up, result-
ing in a high error-rate.
Changing the flight course, evaluated with sequence 5, hardly influences the overall results of the three methods.
CSAR falsely classifies most of fields of class 2 as belonging to class 4. The field of class 2 in this sequence is
more evenly distributed than the training field of class 2. CSAR runs into major problems on these fields, but
also COM and LBP perform about 50 percent of their misclassifications in relation with area 2.
LBP is the best method within the framework presented by these experiments. COM performs also good and is
with smaller region-sizes preferable above LBP. With this training and evaluation sets CSAR is largely outper-
formed by both other methods. Losing the information of the distributions and the standard deviations between
adjacent regions resulted in problems classifying the more spread out areas such as class 2.

5.2 Image Set II
The total error probabilities (summed over the classes 0 up to and including 8) of the classification (in %) are
computed from the confusion matrices. The results are shown in table 5. This table shows that LBP performs

. considerably better than COM and CSAR for the
Method/size 64x64 32x32 16x16 64x64 regions, where LBP and COM perform equally

COM 16 24 41 well for the smaller region sizes. The problems for
LBP 6.6 22 43 COM with region size 64x64 are caused by image

CSAR 53 54 59 class 2. This is the most rough 'black and white-type
. . of image. The 'black and white' values are hardly pre-

Table 5: Overview error-rates in % for Image Set II . . . . .sent in the list of indices (not presented). This is be-
cause a number of images are very close related to each other, requiring most of the elements in the indices lista
to discriminate between them. The error-rate of 64x64 LBP is mainly caused by wrong classifications of class 0
and class 5.

Based on the results of the 32x32 and 16x16 evaluation set, it is
Subregion-size Error-rate (in %)

shown again that LBP requires larger regions for a good perform- 64x64 53
ance, of course in relation with the type of images used. The im- 32 32 49ages in the set are closely related, as can also be seen from the X

statistics of the imaues. This is revealed by the small number of X

zeros in the confusion matrices of 16x16 as well as 32x32 of the Table 6: CSAR with standard deviations

three methods.
Compared with experiments described in literature, the results for COM and LBP reasonably comply. The error-
rates are a fraction higher than the results shown in literature i 12 13 which might be a result of the choice of the
Image Set. The closely related images in Image Set II, yield a more difficult classification problem.

The results of CSAR without the standard deviations are very poor, with error-rates above 50 percent. This is
not caused by one or two classes being completely wrong classified, but in general by samples of all the classes
being falsely classified into all the other classes. CSAR without the standard deviation in the feature vector is
not suitable for these kind of closely related real texture images. The comparison between CSAR with the stan-
dard deviations and COM and LBP cannot be made directly, because with the standard deviations added, CSAR
uses extra regional information.

Use of the standard deviations
To get an idea of the effects of using the standard deviations r and rp in the feature vector of the CSAR model,
a region of 64x64 subdivided into 16 regions of 16x16, 4 regions of 32x32, and 1 region of 64x64. Each sub-
regions yields an a and f3.The r and r are calculated as being the standard deviations of the respective I 6 and
4 a's and n's. By definition no standard deviation can be computed from the single czmea,, and me,i computed
from the single 64x64 region. The results are given in table 6. As can be seen from this table the error-rate de-
creases when the standard deviations are taken into consideration. The error-rate on the other hand stays well
above the error-rate of COM and LBP, especially when taking into account that using the standard deviation
actually implies the use of a 64x64 region.

A This list is the result of the feature selection, yielding the 50 most discriminative elements.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This paper describes a comparative study performed on three methods for the classification and recognition of
agricultural areas in image sequences. These three methods, COM, LBP and CSAR, were chosen based on their
good results in literature and their appropriateness for the project.
The main conclusion is that the LBP method performed better than COM and CSAR with the sets of images
used and given region-size of 64x64 or larger. COM performed considerably better than CSAR. With smaller
regions, 32x32 or even 16x16, COM performs better than LBP (and CSAR) and should be preferrably used in
these cases. The reason for the better performance of COM with smaller areas may lie in the fact that from each
3x3 window COM extracts 8 values as opposed to (standard) LBP only 1 and the LBP used in this paper 4 (cor-
related) values. CSAR without the standard deviations performs poor and should not be used for the classifica-
tion and recognition in this way. Adding the standard deviations reasonably improves the classification result,
but requires larger region sizes (64x64).
With respect to the experimental objectives, it can be concluded that both LBP and COM experience little
problems with most of the changing properties. Changes in the area being considered, altitude of the airplane, or
the flight-course had little effect. Investigations of the effect of changes in the illumination on the performance
of LBP and CSAR should be carried out again. Although strictly speaking a comparison isn't allowed, but just
to get an idea about the results, the performances of the methods with Image Set I are put side by side with those
found in literature. The error-rates appear sometimes to be lower than those found in literature. This might be
caused by the fact that the training-set is created from only one image sequence, which is in contrast with what
usually is done in experiments in literature. The results of Image Set II correspond with those found in literature
for comparable image-types.
With respect to the co-occurrence matrix size, a value of 32 is in relation with the required region-size a good
choice. The use of a rotated LBP version results in the observed classification-rates with the rotated evaluation
set and is therefore a useful expansion.

The most important recommendation concerns the image sequences. Instead of using images obtained from the
mockup, real image sequences of agricultural scenes should be acquired and used. Based on the conclusions
from this paper further research of the practical implementation on images with real agricultural areas should be
performed. As already mentioned, using the distributions of the CSAR parameters instead of their first order
statistics should improve the performance of the method. The method is than applied in the same way as the
COM and LBP method in this thesis.
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